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0/ Introduction

The Workshop

The international student workshop ‘Universal Playground’ aimed to
discuss new approaches towards Universal Design by the exploration
of the Parameter of Inclusive Design for Spaces of Learning. For that
reason, we set a design research task at the learning space that is our
university campus. To test and re-evaluate the Parameter the students had to work through a particular design research process and
apply one given Parameter, in a specific spatial scenario. By the use
of a transformative design concept, we gave the possibility to gather
knowledge and experience on the topic of Universal Design, create an
inspiring workspace to get in contact with people with different abilities
and learn different tools to create universal design solutions in the
context of European school environments.
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The Input Sessions

Complementing the workshop, several, Input Sessions provided
inspiring information on the topic of Universal Design.
After Prof. Ulrich Nether (speaker of the perceptionLab) welcomed
the international guests to the campus, Johanna Julia Dorf and Jan
Phillip Ley (moderator) introduced the structure of the conference.
The participants were updated on previous steps of the PUDCAD project (Giorgio Buratti, POLIMI, Milan), following a general introduction of
PUDCAD by Elif Oksuz as a member of the project leading team from
ITÜ. After that, the Principles of Universal Design were introduced by
the example of two modern public buildings from Finland (Timo
Sulkamo, LAMK, Lahti).
Students of the elective module “Man, Space and Inclusion” (2018,
supervised by Nether and Ley) shared their discoveries on the topic of
inclusive design. In a final lecture, new approaches towards Universal
Design and Inclusion were presented by introducing the Parameters of
Inclusive Design for Spaces of Learning (Jan Phillip Ley, TH OWL,
Detmold), which were later to be tested in the upcoming workshop.

Empathy Parcours

After this first input block, the participants gained a first practical
experience by an empathy parcour on the campus. Different kinds of
supportive tools for people with disabilities were to be tested on the
campus to create some kind of empathy and an understanding for
the steps that have to be taken to make spaces accessible for
everyone.
To mark the areas wherever the Universal Design approach is disregarded, participants awarded especially bad designs with the ‘Award
for the worst Universal Design’ by putting a sticker on the specific
object or location.

Empathy Parcours

Participant awarding the
“Award for the worst Universal
Design” during the Empathy
Parcour

1/Parameter of
Inclusive Design for
Spaces of Learning
To give design students a tool to develop a professional
position towards Universal Design and Inclusion, we
generated seven ‘Parameters of Inclusive Design for Spaces
of Learning’, which were tested and re-evaluated in the
international student workshop ‘Universal Playground’:
1.Well-being, 2. Organization, 3. Communication, 4.
Transformation, 5. Creativity and Collectiveness, 6.
Action, 7. Diversity.
These Parameters are to be seen as a possible guideline for
a first step in the direction of an inclusive school architecture
that respects diversity and supports individual growth for the
benefit of the collective.

Parameter of Inclusive Design
for Spaces of Learning
Preface
1. Understand diversity as a tool to design spaces for social participation! Physiological
attributes, individual abilities that lead to individual needs, but also preferences and
personal experiences add up to the way we perceive the environment that surrounds us.
To create the architectural base for social coexistence that respects the individual, we
have to design spaces that trigger empathy!
2. We are all handicapped![1] Excluding design of spaces, objects or media environments
can not only become a barrier for people with permanent limited abilities like for people in
a wheelchair. It can also reduce the qualities of interaction (physical and social) temporary
e.g. if you have a broken arm, or situational if you want to pass a door with a cup of your
favorite tea. Universal Design should include all kinds of circumstances!
3. Create Access! Therefore we have to understand accessibility not only as a spatial but a
social parameter. In learning environments it’s not only important to design spaces that
can physiological be accessible but to create architectural atmospheres that motivate for
appropriation to result in spaces of identification. Universal Design has to create access to
health, access to mobility, access to knowledge and access to social interaction.
[1] Viktor J. Papanek »We Are All Handicapped«, detail of the Big Charac- ter Poster No. 1: Work Chart for Designers, 1973, ©
University for applied Arts Vienna, Victor J. Papanek Foun- dation

Parameter 1: Well-being
In the context of school environments wellbeing is not only a question of health, personal care,
nutrition and hygienic standards, acoustics as well as the provision of natural light, but also a
social question! On this account we need spaces that are accessible for everyone. Starting from
safety, we can learn that the way we design spaces or objects and its interactions affect the
process of developing an individual personality.
Additionally, well-being is created by a healthy balance between spaces for meeting and those to
recover. A constant feeling of not belonging is an excluding factor that highly affects the
psychological and physiological mechanism of the human body. Considering this we have to
provide spatial strategies that stop discrimination and exclusion by designing accessible spaces
of identification. Therefore a shared network of spaces should always consist of connected parts
that are located around a recognizable center that serves as a landmark for orientation and
identification (spatial and social). Spatial and visual connections inside and outside the structure
create transparency that is needed to enable physical and mental well-being of everyone.
Keywords: personal care, individual health, nutrition, balance (activity and recovery), healthy
architecture + healthy environment (access to natural light, acoustics, inside/outside, …),
multisensory, social interaction, ergonomics: safety (Sicherheit), endurability (Erträglichkeit),
reasonableness (Körperliche Zumutbarkeit), satisfaction (Zufridenheit), personality (Förderung
der Persönlichkeit).

Parameter 2: Organization

To navigate through a room, known or unknown, we must be able to sense its affordance. A
clear structure with spatial differentiations and zonings by the use of a generous and simple
design language are necessary to secure high functionality for heterogeneous user groups.
Additional information systems should follow the idea of a two-sense-principle to grant a
multisensory experience readable by everyone. A smart distribution of learning activities in
spaces with multiple use can result in an accessible infrastructure that guarantees high
flexibility and mobility in its core. The interior and furniture should follow the same principles.
A spatial network with clear connections between inside and outside and in between its micro
layers creates an open architecture that serves as a base for the large spectrum of needs and
requirements for a variety of learning formats. Transparency in the architectural language
creates transparency in communication that supports equal learning in simultaneous and
connected teaching activities. The organization of spaces always affects social interactions!
Keywords: functionality, order, structure (spatial differentiation, spatial distribution, connection
to the surroundings), information, infrastructure, navigation/orientation, mobility, fl exibility,
accessibility, administration, right of co-determination.

Parameter 3: Communication

Just as there are different kinds of people, there are different ways to communicate. We
communicate by using language, written words, signs, gestures, facial expressions and many
more to make the other understand our objectives. Since communication is the base for social
interaction we have to find a way to make spaces speak! Designing multisensory experiences
which different people with different abilities can adapt to, will help to create the architectural
foundation for sharing knowledge and experiences, regardless social or cultural background
and cognitive or physiological abilities. This architecture must tolerate differences in its usage
by providing different layers of information to be sensed by the user. The human body must
always be the media for communication. And those ways of communication are diverse!
Learning environments must offer a variety of different spaces for communication
regarding the variety of its user groups. We need spatial structures that make the
people speak!
Keywords: language, body, social interaction, multisensory, sharing knowledge and
experience, information, teamwork, communication culture, tolerance, affordance, proximity,
spaces of communication (that are easy to “read” and support interaction).

Parameter 4: Transformation

Our goal is to create spaces of transformation that empower people to act self-sufficient and
self-confident to develop individual interests and a feeling of responsibility for their
environment (space) as well as for others (people). Learning environments should offer a
variety of spatial constellations that help different users to gather knowledge by sharing
experiences with respect to their specific skills and abilities. The use of digital tools and
technology can help identifying, developing and communicating knowledge that not at last
supports the individual by reacting and interacting (add and extend) with different physical and
cognitive abilities. Universal Design should create accessibility not only in the sense of access
to spaces but access to knowledge, health, mobility and social interaction!
A variety of small spatial units with flexible use, connectable furniture and room extensions
can create a high transformative potential. The concept of inclusion should shift into the idea
of common learning that transforms individual experience into collective knowledge! Universal
Design can make this process tangible.

Keywords: knowledge, individual skills, “learn from each other”, shared experience, common
learning, tools (technology), variety of (learning) formats, cognitive abilities (individual
support), multisensory, accessibility (open data, open space).

Parameter 5: Creativity + Collectiveness
Creativity is important to develop a striving, inquisitive and mindful personality. Therefore, the
process of learning should not only be a process of thinking but equally a process of making.
We want to create open architecture that respects and supports individual abilities.
Flexibility and improvisation should be a part of that as long as the architecture and objects of
interaction give enough space for appropriation. Only the feeling of belonging can create
collectivity and this multiplies creativity!
Creative spaces of learning create multisensory environments with diverse atmospheres by
the use of colors, haptic materials, natural light and a high quality of affordance. They have
the potential to teach improvisation und spontaneity to make the user learn how to overcome
physical and mental barriers.
Cooperation means teamwork on all levels. Collectivity means transparent communication on
concepts of the use of shared spaces, democratic decision making on common activities and
their localization, multiple uses, time structures, rules and rituals considering every individual
from students to parents, teaching staff to architects and politicians on local and regional level.
Architecture should support those processes by the creation of high flexibility without losing
the qualities of appropriation at the same time. Flexibility must not result in the loss of identity!
The formation of identity must not result in the creation of boundaries. Existing boundaries
have to be turned into fluid membranes that are inviting and supportive at the same time.
Keywords: thinking by making, creative thinking, multisensory, adaptation, appropriation,
open architecture, improvisation, cooperation, teamwork, communication, shared spaces,
decision making, fl exibility, identity.

Parameter 6: Action

The design of dynamic architecture helps to increase the users’ mobility. On the one hand we
guarantee accessibility by a strategically smart organization of spatial relations, the creation of
movement zones and circulation areas with appropriate dimensions that are based on diverse
variations of the human scale. On the other hand we use design components that support active,
dynamic and flexible use. Thinking in motion creates progress!
Keywords: thinking in motion, movement, mobility, activity, agility, fl exibility, dynamic
architecture, movement zone/ circulation area.

Parameter 7: Diversity

Inclusion can only be achieved by understanding diversity! School architecture only becomes a
place of equal learning if it enables heterogeneity by respecting individual abilities, needs,
desires and fears. Culture and personal experience shape us in the same way the design and
use of spaces affect what one could call identity. Spaces of learning should not only teach
knowledge but self-respect and the respect of the other - “the different one” - in the same way. In
that sense Universal Design can become the place for individuation.
Keywords: individuality, individuation, self-respect, individual needs/ abilities/ desires/ fears,
heterogeneity, diversity in user and architecture, culture and identity, personality, lifelong learning.

2/Workshop:
Universal
Playground
The international student workshop aimed to test and reevaluate the Parameter of Inclusive Design for Spaces of
Learning by applying its’ essential points to the spatial
context of the campus. We developed a workshop design
with a perception-based focus, which drew a classical design
process in five steps: brainstorming, analysing, prototyping,
digitalizing and communicating.
Innovative tools and a creative environment helped the
students to catalyze empathic relations between people with
different abilities and generate exciting results that will be
presented in this section.

Workshop:
Universal
Playground
Transforming
spaces for Inclusion

The
Workshop

The international student workshop ‘Universal Playground’ had the
objective to develop criterias, strategies and practices for the design of
learning environments, accessible for everyone, by following the
principles of Universal Design. The Parameter we developed served as a
starting point engaging the participating students, which formed
international teams from all five involved universities. It consisted of five
parts: to think, to analyse, to prototype, to digitalise, and to communicate
and discuss with and about people with diverse abilities. Additionally, we
provided the possibility to gather knowledge and experience on the topic
of Universal Design and Inclusion, create an inspiring workspace, by the
use of modular furniture, to get in contact with people with different
abilities and learn new tools to create innovative ideas and Inclusive
Design solutions for spaces of shared knowledge.
A Game Map guided the students through the different steps of the
workshop to help situating the different Parameter, evaluating perceptionbased analysis of specific locations on the campus, building tangible
prototypes that reflect on different users needs, working with innovative
digital tools to expand the user‘s sensation as well as to get an
understanding for the potential of digital gamification tools and show the
results in the multisensory exhibition.
Each of the five workshop days had a driving motive which leads through
the design research process:

Embodied Thinking

Sensory Research

Like in any design process the participants started the project by thinking.
Since thinking is easier if the body is part of it, we created a variety of
board games that helped the students to brainstorm ideas. From the
Parameter, they picked one topic and started their creative journey. They
assembled the game that fits to their topic and followed the instructions
described on the Game Map. They played the games until they were out
of ideas, reflect on the outcome and selected five terms that they found
the most interesting. Each of the steps was documented on the provided
field on the Game Map.
‘Dry analysis’ can be fun if the senses are involved! That’s why we
collected a bunch of analog and digital tools that helped to analyse and
understand the research subject. Based on the Parameter the students
tried to find one location on the campus that interested them the most and
suited to the topic. We asked to get a deeper understanding of the
procedures by looking through the eyes of different characters. Therefore,
they had to imagine and discribe three personas by using the info on the
Game Map as well as the Analysis Sheets and the selection of additional
digital tools! This data was used later in step four. We asked the students
to take time to look, observe, write, sketch, record, ask, discuss and
negotiate what‘s going on. Again, the results were to be captured on
the Game Map.

The Workshop Manual was
developed to give a brought
overview on the program of
the conference week including the conference itself, an
introduction to the workshop including the different work tasks, giving background information on the
topic of Universal Design,
explaining the main concept
of the PUDCAD project, as
well as presenting the ‘Parameter of Inclusive Design
for Spaces of Learning’.

ERASMUS+ PUDCAD - Practicing Universal Design Principles in Design Education through a CAD-Based Game

Universal Design Practice Conference 2018
International Workshop Week

Universal Playground
Workshop Manual
The Conference

The Principles

The Workshop

Within the Universal Design Practice Conference 2018 we want to discuss and develop
new strategies of thinking and making that
can create places of common learning for
everyone. By the use of Universal Design
Principles, those places not only facilitate
inclusion but also promote diversity!

people with different abilities and learn
different tools to create universal design
solutions in the context of european school
environments. The content adds to the previous results of the first workshop happened in Milan, Italy run by Politectioco di Milano (POLIMI).

The conference consists of three parts:
1. First and most important is the international student workshop „Universal Playground“. Here we want to give you the possibility to gather knowledge and experience
on the topic of Universal Design, create an
inspiring workspace to get in contact with

2. We created different events around the
workshop. Several „Input Sessions“ will
provide you interesting information on the
topic of Universal Design. In two „Network
Sessions“ we invited experts from different
fields of design and eductation to give an
insight on their professional und personal
experiences. Various evening events will

1. Embodied Thinking

2. Sensory Research

Like in any design process you will start your
project by thinking!

„Dry analysis“ can be fun if your senses are
involved!

Since thinking is easier if your body is part
of it, we created a variaty of boardgames
that help you to brainstrom ideas. From the
Paramater for Universal Design pick one
Parameter and start your creative journey.
Assemble the game that fits to your topic
and follow the instructions described on the
Game Map. Play the games until you‘re out
of ideas. Reflect on your outcome and select
five terms that you find the most interesting. Document your results on the Game
Map in the provided field.

Thats why we collected a bunch of analog
and digital tools that help you to analyse
and understand your research subject.
Based on your Paramter try to find one location on the campus that interests you the
most and suits to your topic. Get a deeper
undertanding of the procedures by looking
through the eyes of different characters.
Therefore, imagine and discibe three personas by using the info on the Game Map. Use
the Analysis Sheets and select additional
digital tools! This data will be used in step
four. Take your time to look, observe, write,
scetch, record, ask, discuss and negotiate
what‘s going on.
Be attentive and document all of your
steps. Follow the instructions and capture
your results on your Game Map.

give you the neccessary inspiration to create innovative universal design ideas.
3. The results of the workshop will be presented in the format of an exhibition. The
„Universal Playground Exhibition“ will be
part of the 11th PerceptionLab Symposium
„Man, Space and Inclusion“. The Symposium is a multidisciplinary platform for the
exchange on the topic of inclusion based on
international guest lectures from different
fields of expertise. Through different media,
you will have the chance to present your
work, get feedback from experts to trigger
discussions for the following process.

The international student workshop „Universal Playground“ has the objective to develop criterias, strategies and practices for
the design of learning environments, accessible for everyone, by following the principles of Universal Design.
The workshop is seperated in five parts: We
want you to think, analyse, prototype, digitalise and communicate about, for and with
people with diverse abilities.

you situate the different Parameter, evaluate perception-based analysis of specific
locations on the campus, build tangible
prototypes that reflect on different users
needs, work with innovative digital tools
to expand the user‘s sensation as well as
to get an understanding for the potential
of digital gamification tools and show your
resluts in the multisensory „Universal Playground Exhibition“.

The 7 Priciples of Universal Design were
developed in 1997 by an interdisciplinary
design team with the purpose to guide the
design of environments, products and communications to become accessible and useful for everyone:
1. Equitable Use
2. Flexibility in Use
3. Simple and Intuitive Use
4. Perceptible Information
5. Tolerance for Error
6. Low Physical Effort
7. Size and space for Approach and Use

We developed a list of Parameter for Universal Design1 that will serve you as a starting
point. Our Game Map will guide you through
the different steps of the workshop to help

1
: Sources: Principles of Universal Design (Center for Universal Design),
PUDCAD Workshop results Milan, Ergonomics, Elective module „Man, space
and inclusion“ (SoSe 2018; HS OWL), Research study „Raum und Inklusion Neue Konzepte im Schulbau“, Microsoft Inclusive Design Toolkit.

3. Plaything Experience

4. Virtual Playground

5. Universal Playground Exhibition

Now it‘s time to give your research an actual shape!

In the fourth step it‘s time to make your prototype speak!

This last step is all about communication!

Therefore you can use several kinds of materials in order to build a 1:1 prototype as a
tangible reference of your Parameter. The
prototypes have two objectives: first, they
should have a specific use that is related
to the location you analysed and the needs
and abilities of your persona. Second, it
should embody your brainstrom- and research activities as a spatialized metaphor of
your Parameter that others can experience
as a haptic object.

Together with experts for digital media you
will get a glimpse on new technologies that
help you to digitalise your prototypes and
enlarge your tangible objects by the virtual
world.
We will discover the process of SLAMScanning - a technique that creates 3D pointclouds from physical objects - in order to
document your designs for digital post-production. By using augmented reality technology you will get the chance to augment
your prototypes by different data you generated in the research phase of the workshop.
You will learn how to create multisensory
realtime environments by adding digital
sounds, videos or animations to the analog
world. In the end, this will not only help to
create an engaging exhibition but also creates access to your results for people with
different kinds of abilities.

Use cardboard for the main construction
and functional elements. Think of how the
different parts should be connected. Maybe
add parts that can be movable. Use colored
tape to visualize references, make connections, show directions or motion. Add coloring, text or drawings by using the ink pencils. Don‘t decorate!
Within all your steps don‘t forget to consider the Principles of Universal Design that
will make your object usable for everyone!

Reflect the process you had within the last
week together with the whole team and try
to develop a usefull concept on presenting
your results as an holisitc and atmospheric
exhibition. The „Universal Playground Exhibition“ should convey the message of your
prototypes and give the visitors access to
your personal approach to follow your process.
For the design of the space you can utilize
all the materials we used and produced during the workshop. The main elements will
be your prototypes, the game map and the
digital AR-extension. Your Game Board will
serve as the architectural structure.
During the Symposium each team will individually give a short five minutes presentation on their designs in front of the whole
audience in order to show the youngest
developments of the PUDCAD project,
but also to receive individual feedback by
guests and experts.

Parameter of Inclusive Design for Spaces of Learning
A: Understand diversity as a tool to design
spaces for social participation! Physiological attributes, individual abilities that lead
to individual needs, but also preferences
and personal experiences add up to the
way we perceive the environment that
surrounds us. In order to create the architectural base for social coexistence that
respects the individual, we have to design
spaces that trigger empathy!
B: We are all handicapped! Excluding design
of spaces, objects or media environments
can not only become barriers for people
with permanent limited abilities like for people in a wheelchair. It can also reduce the
qualities of interaction (physical and social)
temporary e.g. if you have a broken arm, or
situational if you want to pass a door with
a cup of your favorite tea. Universal Design
should include all kinds of circumstances!
C: Create Access! Therefore we have to understand accessibility not only as a spatial
but a social parameter. In learning environments it’s not only important to design spaces that can physiological be accessible
but to create architectural atmospheres
that motivate for appropriation to result in
spaces of identification. Universal Design
has to create access to health, access to
mobility, access to knowledge and access
to social interaction.
Parameter 1: Well-being
In the context of school environments wellbeing is not only a question of health, personal care, nutrition and hygienic standards,
acoustics as well as the provision of natural

The Manual was developed by the PerceptionLab - in person Ulrich Nether, Johanna Julia Dorf and Jan Phillip Ley - a research focus of the Detmold School
for Architecture and Interior Architecture.

light but also a social question! On this account we need spaces that are accessible
and safe for everyone. Starting from safety,
as the first step of the “Stage model for
ergonomic burden” (reference “Stufenmodell der Belastungen”), we can learn that the
way we design spaces or objects and its interactions affect the process of developing
an individual personality.
Additionally, wellbeing is created by a healthy balance between spaces for meeting
and those to recover. A constant feeling of
not belonging is an excluding factor that
highly affects the psychological and physiological mechanism of the human body.
Considering this we have to provide spatial strategies that stop discrimination and
exclusion by designing accessible spaces of
identification. Therefore a shared network
of spaces should always consist of connected parts that are located around a recognizable center that serves as a landmark for
orientation and identification (spatial and
social). Spatial and visual connections inside and outside the structure create transparency that is needed to enable physical
and mental well-being of everyone.
Parameter 2: Organisation
In order to navigate through a room, known
or unknown, we must be able to sense its
affordance. Information systems should
follow the idea of a two-sense-principle to
grant a multisensory experience. A clear
structure with spatial differentiations and
zonings by the use of a generous and simple
design language are necessary to secure
high functionality for heterogeneous user

groups. A smart distribution of activities for
spaces with multiple use can result in an
accessible infrastructure that guarantees
high flexibility and mobility for everyone.
The interior and furniture should follow the
same principles. The organization of spaces
always affects social interactions!
A spatial network with clear connections
between inside and outside and in between
its micro layers, creates an open architecture that serves as a base for the large
spectrum of needs and requirements for a
variety of learning formats. Transparency in
the architectural language creates transparency in communication that supports equal
learning in simultaneous and connected
teaching activities.
Parameter 3: Communication
Just as there are different kinds of people,
there are different ways to communicate.
We communicate by using language, written
words, signs, gestures, facial expressions
and many more to make the other understand our objectives. Since communication
is the base for social interaction we have to
find a way to make spaces speak! Designing
multisensory experiences where different
people with different abilities can adapt to,
will help to create the architectural foundation for sharing knowledge and experiences,
regardless social or cultural background and
cognitive or physiological abilities. This architecture must tolerate differences in its
usage by providing different layers of information to be sensed by the user. The human
body must always be the media for communication. And those are different!

Learning environments must offer a variety of different spaces for communication
regarding the variety of its user groups. We
need spatial structures that make the people speak!
Parameter 4: Transformation
Our goal is to create spaces of transformation that empower people to act self-sufficient and self-confident to develop individual interests and a feeling of responsibility
for their environment (space) as well as
for others (people). Learning environments
should offer a variety of spatial constellations that help different users gathering
knowledge by sharing experiences with respect to their specific skills and abilities. The
use of digital tools and technology can help
identifying, developing and communicating
knowledge that not at last supports the
individual by reacting and interacting (add
and extend) with different physical and cognitive abilities.
Universal Design should create accessibility
not only in the sense of access to spaces,
but access to knowledge, health, mobility
and social interaction!
A variety of small spatial units with flexible
use, connectable furniture and room extensions can create a high transformative
potential. The concept of inclusion should
shift into the idea of common learning that
transforms individual experience into collective knowledge! Universal Design can
make this process tangible.
Parameter 5: Creativity + Collectiveness
Creativity is important to develop a striving,

The Tool Wall

PUDCAD Project

For the different tasks we provide different
tools. You can find them located at the toolwall that builds the center for all conference
activities. Depending on the purpose you
can select from classical empirical research
tools (analog and digital) for analysing different scenarios, a collection of information
that can update you on the topic of Universal Design, empathy tools that will help you
understanding your target groups needs
and creative tools using different media
(analog and digital) that help you designing
spaces approaching the principles of universal design. Every tool can create results
that claim to contribute to a holistic multisensory experience of the different universal aspects of spatial activities within the
context of school architecture.

The PUDCAD project is related to one of the
foremost priorities of European Commission: to provide accessibility and inclusion of
people with disabilities into everyday life.
Regarding the European Universal Design
Standards, and the current state of the universal design education in international networks, the goal of PUDCAD is a design game
on a CAD-based platform which aims at students’ learning and practicing their universal design knowledge and skills through an
empathetic approach. It intends to provide
an innovative way to learn and practice universal design principles for undergraduate
students.
The project deals with undergraduate design education to trigger the awareness of

inquisitive and mindful personality. Therefore the process of learning should not
only be a process of thinking but equally a
process of making. We want to create open
architecture that respects and supports
individual abilities. Flexibility and improvisation should be a part of that as long as the
architecture and objects of interaction give
enough space for appropriation. Only the
feeling of belonging can create collectivity
and this multiplies creativity!
Creative spaces of learning create multisensory environments with diverse atmospheres by the use of colors, haptic
materials, natural light and a high quality
of affordance. They have the potential to
teach improvisation und spontaneity to
make the user learn how to overcome physical and mental barriers.
Cooperation means teamwork on all levels.
Collectivity means transparent communication on concepts of the use of shared
spaces, democratic decision making on
common activities and their localization,
multiple use, time structures, rules and
rituals considering every individual from
students to parents, teaching staff to architects and politicians on local and regional
level. Architecture should support those
processes by the creation of high flexibility
without losing the qualities of appropriation at the same time. Flexibility must not
result in the loss of identity! The formation
of identity must not result in the creation of
boundaries. Existing boundaries have to be
turned into fluid membranes that are inviting and supportive at the same time.

accessibility and let future designers and
architects develop inclusive and innovative
design ideas.
PUDCAD involves a design game on a
CAD-based platform which will allow students to learn about basic and advanced
universal design principles and train them
with an entertaining and motivating format.
The game will focus especially on inclusive
high school design for students with cerebral palsy that includes several distinct
forms of impairment of motor functions
which cause different movement disorders.
The coordinator of the project is the ITÜ
(Istanbul Technical University; Turkey). The
partners are LAMK (Lahti University of Ap-

Parameter 6: Action
The design of dynamic architecture helps
to increase the users’ mobility. On the one
hand we guarantee accessibility by a strategically smart organization of spatial relations, the creation of movement zones and
circulation areas with appropriate dimensions that are based on diverse variations of
the human scale, on the other hand we use
design components that support active,
dynamic and flexible use. Thinking in motion
creates progress!
Parameter 7: Diversity
Inclusion can only be achieved by understanding diversity! School architecture only
becomes a place of equal learning if it enables heterogeneity by respecting individual
abilities, needs, desires and fears. Culture
and personal experience shape us in the
same way the design and use of spaces
affect what one could call identity. Spaces
of learning should not only teach knowledge but self-respect and the respect of the
other - “the different” - in the same way. In
that sense Universal Design can become
the place for individuation.

plied Sciences; Finland), UNIFI (Università
degli Studi di Firenze; Italy), POLIMI (Politecnico Milano; Italy), the Detmold School
of Architecture and Interior Architecture;
Germany, the „Association for Well-being of
Children with Cerebral Palsy“ (Turkey) as well
as the „Occupational Therapy Association
of Turkey“.
PUDCAD is structured by a series of international conferences, providing space for
student workshops, expert talks and interdisciplinary and intercultural exchange for
perople with disabilities, students, professors and other experts.
The project is financed by ERASMUS PLUS,
started in September of 2017 and runs until
2020.

Impressions of the first step of the workshop.
The students brainstormed keywords related to
their Parameter and wrote them on different
elements. In the game, they helped to find new
connections within the specific topics

GAME MAP

THIS IS US

The Game Map was designed
to give students a guiding
thread throughout the design process. By the use of
the map, the students had
the chance to document the
different considerations and
to develop their personal
opinion on the given parameter as well as to evaluate the
specific location they were
working with. The students
used the map to discuss, reflect and present their proceeding towards an interdisciplinary audience.

This game board will help you
to find your way through the
WORKSHOP and give you the
opportunity to define a
personal game route based
on your own needs, preferences and abilities.

PRESET

START
Feel free to mark your own
route and find new ways!

STEPS

Universal
Play
ground
BRAIN PONG

PROLOUGE

ENDING

brain pong is all about brain storming while
having a clear mind! in this game, two teams
will have several ping pong balls labeled with
words that fit to your PARAMETER OF UNIVERSAL DEISGN. you have to score the balls
in the cups of the opposing team. a ball that
enters a cup stays in it until the game is
over. all cups are labeled with words as well,
and each of you have to combine both words
and come with a phrase related to the game
theme. the team with most phrases wins.

EMBODIED
THINKING

The Game Map was developed by the PerceptionLab - in person Ulrich Nether, Johanna Julia
Dorf and Jan Phillip Ley - a research focus of the
Detmold School for Architecture and Interior
Architecture.

during the brainstorm
session, find
5 KEYWORDS to
describe your given
PARAMETER OF
UNIVERSAL DESIGN

THE RULES

→

→

the game is played with two opposing
teams

→

→

players must at least stand half a meter
away from their side of the table.

→

→

BRAINSTORM

the phrase formed MUST be related to
your PARAMETER OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN

→

OUTCOME

CONDENSE

→

write down the phrase on your GAME
BOARD

START

→

PREPARE
LOCATE

next choose a specific location on
campus you think relates best to
your PARAMETER OF UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

→

take into consideration what you
learned during the
brainstorming session, but don’t
overthink to much
pick intuitivly!

OVERTHINK

now that you have a better
understanding of your topic,
do you think the keywords
you brainstormed yesterday
are conclusive?
pick up the information about your
PARAMETER OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN at the
TOOL WALL and get started

→

mark your location on the
MAP at the TOOL WALL

→
set up your working
environment

→

→
read and discuss the
additional information on
your PARAMETER OF
UNIVERSAL DESIGN

→
use more
materials from the
TOOL WALL as well
as the input from the
INPUT SESSIONS

start with a SENSORY
ANALYSIS at your location

SENSORY
RESEARCH

pick up the sheet at the TOOL WALL

ANALYSE

take your time
to read in

you found something
really interesting?

put up all your results for the
STRUCTURAL AND SENSORY
RESEARCH at the wall next to your
GAME BOARD

use your sensory
drawing skills!

use your
5-sense-diary

use at least one
TOOL as you go

start with a STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS at your location

for an intensified experience, use the
probs provided at the TOOL WALL

PERCEIVE

time for roleplay!
use your user spectrum to
analyse the INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTION of your
location, again pick up the
sheet at the TOOL WALL

put up all your
results for the
INDIVIDUAL
PERCEPTION at the
wall next to your
GAME BOARD

EVALUATE

thats you!
either one of
you or all of
you mingled

it’ll help you to come up with
ideas

situational

remember
THE AWARD
FOR THE
WORST
UNIVERSAL
DESIGN?

go back to the TOOL WALL and read the
MICROSOFT INKLUSIVE TOOLKIT for more
information

have a look at FLIPBOOK on
the TOOL WALL

now you are going to create
the persona for your
USER SPECTRUM

pick up the sheet at the TOOL WALL

don’t know what that means?

try to come
up with vivid
and diverse
characters

CREATE

take your time to use
even more tools if
you want to explore
more

temporary

permanent

individual

name

name

name

name

age

age

age

age

profession

profession

profession

profession

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

go check for
stickers at
your location, maybe
they give you
some pointers!

to add to your analysis of the locaEVALUATE
tion,
you also need to think about
universal design aspects!
try to rate you location regarding
the UNIVERSAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
on a scale of 1 to 5

need to know more?
read about THE
UNIVERSAL DESIGN
PRINCIPLES at the
TOOL WALL

there is only one thing missing to
complete you analysis!
EQUITABLE USE

1

2

3

4

5

FLEXIBILITY IN USE

1

2

3

4

5

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE USE

1

2

3

4

5

PERCEPTIBLE INFORMATION

1

2

3

4

5

TOLERANCE FOR ERROR

1

2

3

4

5

LOW PHYSICAL EFFORT

1

2

3

4

5

SIZE AND SPACE FOR APPROACH AND USE

1

2

3

4

5

record all your
ideas in a
MINDMAP and
mark your
priorites

think about specific activities which
take place at your location that
have a relation to your PARAMETER
OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN

COLLECT

finally pick one of
your activies you
want to focus and
continue working on

DECIDE
you’re stuck?
→

go back to your first
ideas written down
on you GAME BOARD

PLAYTHING
EXPERIENCE

PROTOTYPE

answer the
WH-QUESTIONAIR as you
decide, it will help you define
your activity even more.
you now have defined and researched all
the important components

don’t
forget to
document
your progress

as always, you’ll find the
sheet at the TOOL WALL

the PARAMETER OF UNSIVERSAL
DESIGN, the LOCATION on campus, your
USER SPECTRUM, your locations state concerning the UNIVERSAL DESIGN
PRINCIPLES and your SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

you can pick from a variety of materials

CONCLUDE

oh
wait,
there
is only
one
tiny
thing
left

that was the hard part, so yay!!

today is about giving your research an
actual shape and make it usable!

also try to come up with a very short
abstract of your work, that defines your
key-ideas, they will lead the way for your
PLAYTHING EXPERIENCE

CARDBOARD

start by collecting your building materials
from the TOOL WALL

structured
allways
reflect
your
results
of the
analysis

use different colored
tape to visualise
references, make
connections, show
directions or motion

use it for the main construction and
functional elements

the prototype
has to work
for your USER
SPECTRUM
think of their
needs and
abilities

your
PROTOTYPE
should have
two objectives

during the SYMPOSIUM “man space
and inclusion you will
have the chance to
give a short 5
minutes presentation

TOOL WALL

create
different
layers of
information

AR
EXTENSIONS

ANALYSIS
SHEETS

discuss in the
whole group
about a
concept for
the exhibition

in this final
step ypu have
to communicate your
results

COMMUNICATE
PROTOTYPE

GOAL
show
everything
you produced
druning the
workshop:

now it’s time
to extend your
PROTOTYPES
by the digital
world

you should have learned all necessary skills
at the UNIVERSAL LAN PARTY

VR
PLAYGROUND

you can also use your DATA to make your
VIRTUAL PLAYGROUND become alive

USE
IMAGE

SOUND

VIDEO

DATA

GAME MAP

you made it. time to
celebrate!

generate a
POINTCLOUD of your
PROTOTYPE by using
the process of
slamscanning

within the
whole group
create a
VIRTUAL
PLAYGROUND
by collecting
all your scans
in virtual reality

spatialized metaphor
of your parameter

BUILD
the GAME
BOARDS
serve as the
architectural
structure

VIRTUAL
PLAYGROUND

don’t forget
to use the 7
PRINCIPLES
OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN

start with
one, extend
to all

functional model for
your activity
add coloring, text or
drawings, but don‘t decorate!

think about parts
that are movable

DIGITALISE

INK
MARKER

TAPE

smooth

all your research should be hanging up at
the wall next to your GAME MAP

communicate
the idea of
UNIVERSAL
DESIGN AND
INCLUSION
communicate
your process
give a multisensory
experience

UNIVERSAL
PLAYGROUND
EXHIBITION

make your
universal
design process tangible

physical world

make your PROTOTYPE a
multisensual realtime
experience by creating an
AUGMENTED REALITY
APPLICATION

see attachment.
extend your PROTOTYPES and create
access for all users

digital
world

additionally you can create reference to your
research by adding POINTCLOUDS of specific items
of interest

Interim
presentation of
first research
results with professional feedback
from the
supervisors

Plaything Experience In the next step, it was time to give the research an actual shape!
Therefore the participants could use several kinds of materials in order to
build a 1:1 prototype as a tangible reference of the Param- eter. The
prototypes had two objectives: first, they should have a specific use that
is related to the location the teams analysed and the needs and abilities
of the personas. Second, it should embody the brainstorm- and research
activities as a spatialized metaphor of the Parameter that others were
able to experience as a haptic object. [Next page]

Impressions of the
first step of the
workshop. The
students
brainstormed
keywords related to
their Parameter and
wrote them on
different elements. In
the game, they
helped to find new
connections within
the specific topics

Plaything Experience The students were able to use cardboard for the main construction and
functional elements. It was important to think of how the dif- ferent parts
should be connected. It was possible to use coloured tape to visualize
references, make connections, show directions or motions. The students
added colouring, text or drawings by using ink pencils.
Within all these steps the teams were asked not to forget to consid- er the
Principles of Universal Design that made the objects usable for everyone!

Impressions of the
first step of the
workshop. The
students
brainstormed
keywords related to
their Parameter and
wrote them on
different elements. In
the game, they
helped to find new
connections within
the specific topics

Virtual Playground

In the fourth step, it was time to make the prototype speak! To- gether
with experts for digital media, the groups got a glimpse of new
technologies that helped to digitalise the prototypes and enlarge the
tangible objects by the virtual world. They discovered the process of
SLAMScanning - a technique that creates 3D point clouds from physical
objects - in order to document the designs for digital post-production. By
using augmented reality technology the students got the chance to
augment the prototypes by different data that was generated in the
research phase of the workshop. They learned how to create
multisensory realtime environments by adding digital sounds, videos or
animations to the analog world. In the end, this not only helped to create
an engaging exhibition but also create access to the results for people
with different kinds of abilities.

3/Workshop:
The Results

During the workshop, the students always used the
Parameter as a starting point to the design process. Working
with only the given Parameter without further requirements
and the general context of learning environments, the
students searched for corresponding locations and included
specific interactions and activities depending on their
personas.
The following pages show the outcome of the six
international student teams.

PUDCAD - Universal Design Practice Conference 2018

1. The students decided for a location in
the university building that is characterised by a high ambiguity of its function
although there seemed to be certain
spatial qualities. The description of the
Parameter Organisation helped the
team to clear out their goals which they
summarised by the terms: planning,
structure, communication, accessibility
and functionality.
This is how they came up with the idea
of one big folding furniture that reassures the corridor by giving it a clear
direction that reacts on the existing architecture. The Parameter Organisation
helped the students to understand the
92
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importance of having a spatial focus
that serves for orientation.
The new object connects the functions:
relaxing, exhibiting and working. The
clear design and a smart proportioning
make it easy for the user, with or without disabilities, to understand the different offers of the object. The use of
different haptics and materials underlines this effect. Flexible furniture that
is integrated into the structure makes
the different functions accessible by
everyone. The high variability of the
object can create communicative moments that are as diverse as its users.
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Graphic of different use
cases for a user with
different abilities
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communication that serve as a base for
sharing knowledge and experience.

2. The team Communication designed
a game that brings different people
together at the same table to trigger
a kind of communication, that usually
stays absent. The Parameter Communication helped the students to develop five important attributes for their
design: space, connecting activities,
sharing, understanding, to adapt.
After the detailed analysis of the café
area on the campus, the team discovered a lack of furniture that connects
people instead of separating them. This
is why they developed a kind of memory
game that stimulates different senses
and thereby creates high qualities of
97

Playing the game creates high valued
memories due to its multisensory approach. The game becomes a trigger
for conversations between people that
usually stay quiet. The use of the Parameter Communication helped the
students to find a universal design language and a playful way to empower
vulnerable groups to get confident with
their own opinion and turn into an active
part of the community.
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The communication
table in action

58 | Analytic drawing of different forms of communication in the campus café

Analytic drawing of
different forms of
communication in
the campus café
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3. The Parameter Transformation
helped the students to transfer the
classical concept of their brainstormed
activity ‘teaching’ to an innovative understanding of learning involving the
groups’ design criteria: change our
thinking, opportunity, accessibility, connectivity, tools. The object facilitates an
innovative system for different formats
of typical teaching and learning activities. The main goal of the object was
to trigger a different way of thinking on
the terms of teaching and learning. By
inventing a foldable system that serves
as wall elements, displays or seating
they created an inclusive environment
with high transformative potential.
100
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Space becomes a tool to provoke a
change in thinking that generates diverse types of communication. This
supports the formation of a personal
approach towards learning assignments
and gives space to strengthen individual
skills, interests and social competences.
Special about their approach was the interest in discussing possible definitions
of knowledge. They re-imagined standardised concepts of teaching by creating an architectural framework that supports individual needs to transform the
idea of knowledge to the idea of shared
experience.
103

The prototypes transform the
original idea of the classroom
into an open concept for
sharing knowledge

Visualisation of two-point
clouds as a digital
representation of the
physical object
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4. The fourth group edited a location in
the main building that separates a café
from a seminar area. They realised the
importance of creativity and collectivity
within any learning process; the information from the Parameter Creativity
& Collectiveness gave them the tools
to find a design implementation of this
concept which was based on the terms:
change of thinking, opportunity, accessibility, connection and tool.
The perforated an existing closed shelf
rack to recreate a visual connection
between the two separate rooms. Additionally, they designed a table and
seating furniture that can be integrated
104
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into gaps inside of the shelf. The more
people use the furniture, the stronger
the connection between the two rooms
becomes.
Both, the table and the chair are
equipped with wheels that make it easy
to handle even with one hand. The design of the furniture enables a creative
way of using the space depending on
the activity that takes place. Every student can have its chair, which can be
used as a storage room for materials
and personal items. This allows the user
to identify with the object, which simultaneously strengthens the feeling of
collectiveness.
109

Storyboard of how
the new design
produces
communication
between two sides

69 - 72 | Drawing of four personas with situational, permanent
and temporary disabilities

Drawing of four personas
with situational, permanent
and temporary disabilities
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Drawing of four personas
with situational, permanent
and temporary disabilities

73 - 74 | Storyboard on how to use the new objects

Storyboard on
how to use the
new objects
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5. Proceeding from the Parameter Action this group developed five design criteria through an elaborated examination
of our description in connection to their
brainstorming results. For them, the term
action consisted of freedom, companionship, flexibility, fun and subtlety. These
criteria lead the students to an outside
space on our campus for which they developed the specific use ‘culture-action’.
The object they designed was to allow
being a meeting and orientation point and
a space for spontaneous lectures. By extending the physical object with a digital
layer that can be activated through an
AR application, a public sound library for
110
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teaching and an outdoor cinema and a
place for music were implemented.
Interesting about this process was that
the exploration of the Parameter extended with the analysis of the chosen location helped them to even add to it in their
way. The term ‘action’ was enhanced
with the social character of ‘culture’. This
guided them to come up with a distinct
design language in their build object that
enables the users’ potential to create inclusive environments for multisensory
experiences and social interaction.
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The students designed a
multifunctional object that
activates the qualities of the
location

Screenshot of the ARapplication in action: if
the camera tracks the
icon, a sound gets
triggered
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6. Connectivity, heterogeneity, individual needs, balance and empathy serve as
a base for the design of the sixth group.

with a rollable carrier structure that respects different needs of the different
users.

After the analysis of different locations
on the campus, they decided that all
their principles would merge into the
activity of eating. Considering the Principles of Universal Design, they came
up with the idea of a modular lunch tray
that supports the ideas described in the
Parameter Diversity.

The Parameter supported the group to
establish a principle for an item that activates the users’ abilities to join each
others’ strenghts and weaknesses to
one embracing organism, that is as diverse as its components. The lunch tray
enables situations that make people realise the potential of diversity by looking
for what is common, instead of defining
it by what is different.

The heterogeneity of the different people coming together in a school building
inspired the group to use an organic design language for the tray and to equip it
114
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82 | The teams suggestion to support diversity: a modular lunch
tray that reacts on different users needs and can be combined to an
uniting dining table

The teams suggestion to
support diversity: a
modular lunch tray that
reacts on different users
needs and can be
combined to an uniting
dining table

The lunch tray tested in
three scenarios

Generated point cloud
shows the use of the
lunch tray for wheelchair
users

Universal
Playground
Exhibition
The last step was all about communication! The students
had to reflect the process they had within the last week
together with the whole team with the goal to develop a
useful concept on present- ing the results as a holistic
and atmospheric exhibition. The Universal Playground
Exhibition“ should convey the message of the prototypes
and give the visitors access to the students’ personal
approach to be able to follow the process. For the design
of the space, the students utilized all the materials they
used and pro- duced during the workshop.
During the Symposium each team individually gave a
short five minutes presentation on their designs in front
of the whole audience, in order to show the youngest
developments of the PUDCAD project, but also to
receive individual feedback by guests and experts.

spaces
of can
learning
that not onl
and making
that
create
of learning
that not only
inclusion
but facilitate
also promote dive
n but also promote diversity.

